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Let S be the free semigroup with a finite or countably infinite set of generators 
plus an identity. It is shown that there is a natural involution * on the con- 
volution Banach algebra Z’(S) such that (Ii(S), *) has a separating family of 
finite-dimensional star representations. The star representations of the Ii-algebra 
of some other semigroups are also considered. The spectrum of every element 
of I’(S) which is not a scalar multiple of the identity is shown to be a connected 
set with interior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Banach algebra Ll(G), w h ere G is a nonabelian locally compact 
group, has been the object of much study. Comparatively little has 
been written on corresponding convolution algebras for noncom- 
mutative semigroups. We make here a preliminary study of the Banach 
algebra P(S) h w ere 5’ is a (discrete) infinite noncommutative semi- 
group. We concentrate on the cases of free semigroups and related 
semigroups. 
When S is a subsemigroup of a group, some information about the 
representations of P(S) is available from the known results for P(G). 
A key fact about P(G) is that it is an A*-algebra under the natural 
involution derived from the involution g + g-l on G; this involution 
is normally not available for P(S). In Section 2 we consider some 
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natural involutions on P(S) derived from corresponding involutions 
on S. In the main section, Section 3, we construct many irreducible 
star representations of P(S) h w en S is a free semigroup or a quotient 
semigroup determined by idempotent relations. In most of these 
cases we can give separating families of finite-dimensional star 
representations. It turns out that there is a close connection between 
these star representations and properties of finite collections of 
operators on Hilbert space. It seems to be difficult to make direct 
constructions of positive functionals on these algebras. 
When S is a free semigroup (on at least two symbols) the non- 
commutative Banach algebra P(S) has interesting properties. It is 
shown in Duncan and Tullo [6] that 0 is the only quasinilpotent 
element of 6(S). We show further in Section 4 that each element of 
Zl(S), other than multiples of the identity, has connected spectrum 
with interior. In the final section we give an example of an unbounded 
functional on P(S) which is bounded on every commutative sub- 
algebra. 
For standard Banach algebra ideas we refer the reader to Bonsall 
and Duncan [2]. An introductory account of free semigroups is given 
in Clifford and Preston [4]. 
2. INVOLUTIONS 
Given a semigroup S we denote by P(S) the Banach space of all 
complex functions a: S --t C such that u(s) = 0 except on a countable 
set and 
11 a I/ = c {I a(s)l: s E S} < co. 
We identify the elements of S with the point masses on S; thus an 
arbitrary element of P(S) is of the form 
a = 1 ad, , where {a,} CC, {So} C S, and I/ a /I = c I a, I. 
With convolution product 
P(S) becomes a Banach algebra. We shall assume for convenience 
that S has an identity element; the corresponding point mass is the 
unit element 1 of P(S). 
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An involution on a semigroup S is a mapping *: S -+ S such that, 
for all s, t E S, 
s** = s, (St)* = t*s*. 
Each such involution on S induces a corresponding isometric 
involution on P(S) by 
(1 %s”)* =1 %%*s,*, 
where a* denotes the complex conjugate of 01. Conversely, let * be an 
isometric involution on P(S). Then * is invariant on the extreme 
points of the unit ball of P(S), i.e., on the set (01s: 1 cy. j = 1, s E S} 
(see, e.g. [5, p. 811). Th us all the isometric involutions on P(S) arise 
in a natural way from involutions on the semigroup {ols: / 01 / = 1, 
s E S}. There are in general many other involutions on P(S). For 
example, let h be an invertible element of P(S) that is self-adjoint with 
respect to an involution *; then 
ati = h-la”h (a E W9), 
defines another involution on Zl(S) (see [3]). 
Given a nonempty set A, we denote by FS(A) the free semigroup on 
the symbols (or generators) h (X E A). Thus FS(A) consists of all the 
words formed by arbitrary choices of the symbols; the empty word is 
the identity element of FS(A). W e recall that a homomorphism of a 
free semigroup is entirely determined by the values on the generators. 
When the set LI is finite with n elements we write FS(n) for FS(A). 
We define the natural involution on FS(A) to be the involution deter- 
mined by 
A” = A (A E A). 
The natural involution on P(FS(A)) is the corresponding isometric 
involution defined as in (1). 
Throughout the paper we write U, v for the generators of FS(2). 
Besides the natural involution * on P(FS(2)) we also consider the 
involution # determined by 
u# z v, v# = u. 
We denote by R(A) the quotient semigroup of FS(A) determined 
by the relations 
x2 = x (A E A). 
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The involutions * and # on 6(5’S(2)) restrict to corresponding 
involutions * and # on P(Z?(2)). 
We show in the next section that P(FS(2)) is an A*-algebra under 
both involutions * and #. Neither of these involutions is Hermitian 
for it is easily verified (via multiplicative linear functionals) that 
Sp(uvu) = Sp(uv) = {z: ) z 1 < l} (2) 
and we have (UVU)* = UVU, (uv)# = UZ’. A computational argument 
shows that (2) also holds in P(R(2)) so that both involutions also fail 
to be Hermitian in P(R(2)). W e a so 1 show in the next section that 
P(R(2)) is an A*-algebra under the involution *. In contrast we have 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be the star radicaZ of (P(R(2)), #). Then 
P(R(2))lK is commutative. 
Proof. Let n be any star representation of (P(R(2)), #) on a 
Hilbert space, and let E = n(u), so that E2 = E. If E is not self- 
adjoint, we have I/ E // > 1 and then 
7r((my) = (EE*)2”, Il(EE*)2” /I = 11 E I(2n+1  co. 
Therefore E is self-adjoint, n(v) = E, and the image of n is commuta- 
tive. 
Let t, U, v be generators for J’S(3) and let T be the quotient semi- 
group determined by the relations 
t2 = t, u2 = u, v2 = v, tu = at = uv (=fl, say). 
It is easily verified that 0 is the zero element of T, i.e., 
we = ew = I9 (w E T), 
and that ut, tv, VU are distinct elements each with square 0. There is 
no involution on T such that 
t* = t, u* = u, v* = VP 
for then (ut)* = tu, ut is idempotent, ut = B = tu. Let # be the 
involution on T determined by 
t* = t, u# = v, 29 = u. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (P(T), #) is not an A*-algebra. 
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Proof. Suppose that 7~ is a faithful star representation of (II(T), #) 
on a Hilbert space, and let E = r(u). Then 
E2 = E # E* = r(v) 
andsoIIEIl>l.ButEE*= ( ) v uv is a nonzero self-adjoint projec- 
tion. This gives the contradiction 
1 = 11 EE” )( = (1 E \I2 > 1. 
Proposition 2.2 and the remarks preceding it show that, in fact, no 
involution on T determines an involution on P(T) with respect to 
which Z1( T) is an A*-algebra. 
3. IRREDUCIBLE STAR REPRESENTATIONS 
Let 7~ be a star representation of Z1(S) (with some involution) on a 
Hilbert space H. For convenience we shall always assume that ~(1) 
is the identity operator. We recall that 7~ is (strictly) irreducible if 
(0) and N are the only invariant subspaces for the range of n, and v 
is topologically irreducible if (0) and H are the only invariant closed 
subspaces for the range of n. We list for reference some well-known 
facts on finite-dimensional star representations. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every finite-dimensional star representation of a 
star algebra A is a direct sum of irreducible star representations. If A has 
a separating family of finite-dimensional star representations, then every 
star subalgebra of A has a separating family of finite-dimensional 
irreducible star representations. 
A continuous homomorphism of P(FS(2)) is completely determined 
by its values on u and v. A pair of bounded operators U and V on a 
Banach space are jointly power bounded if the semigroup of all finite 
products of U and V is a bounded set in the operator norm. Any two 
contractions on a Banach space are jointly power bounded. There is 
a one-one correspondence between continuous representations r of 
F(FS(2)) on a Banach space and pairs of jointly power bounded 
operators U, V determined by 
77(u) = u, 77(v) = Y. 
More particularly, there is a one-one correspondence between 
topologically irreducible star representations of (P(FS(2)), #) and 
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operators T on Hilbert space such that T and T* are jointly power 
bounded and such that T and T* have no nontrivial common closed 
invariant subspace (i.e., T is irreducible). Similar remarks obtain for 
P(FS(n)) and P(R(n)). 
Let G be a free group. Then [9, p, 3491 P(G) admits a separating 
family of finite-dimensional irreducible star representations, where 
the involution on P(G) is determined by the involution g --t g-l on G. 
It follows that P(FS(A)) d ‘t a ml s a separating family of finite-dimen- 
sional representations. But this argument gives us no information 
about star representations of P(FS(A)) with the natural involution. 
The one dimensional continuous representations of P(S) correspond 
to the continuous semicharacters on S. Recall that a continuous semi- 
character on S is a nonzero mapping y: S + C such that, for all s, t E S, 
Y(4 = Y(S) 74th I r(s)1 < 1. 
There is a one-one correspondence between continuous semi- 
characters on S and nonzero multiplicative linear functionals on P(S) 
determined by 
When S has an involution *, the one-dimensional irreducible star 
representations correspond to the nonzero semicharacters y such that 
As*) = Y(s)* (s E S). 
There is a one-one correspondence between the continuous semi- 
characters on J’S(A) and the nonzero functions of A to (2: 1 x j < 11. 
On the other hand, there are only four nonzero continuous semi- 
characters on R(2), those determined by 
y(u) = 1 or 0, y(v) = 1 or 0. 
We find it technically convenient to consider first the star repre- 
sentations of (P(FS(2)), #). W e write N for the set of positive integers. 
Given r, s E N we write W(r, s) for the set of all words in U, z, in which 
u appears r times and u appears s times. The next two lemmas are 
fundamental to our arguments. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
Then arss = 0 for all r, s. 
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Proof. Let h = peis. Then 
C aT,s ei(r-s)e pr+s = 0 (0 < p < I), 
I‘.8 
and hence 
The result follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let r, s E N, let m = 7s + r + s, and let a be a 
nonxero element in the linear span of W(r, s). Then there exists a repre- 
sentation 77 of P(FS(2)) on C” such that r(a) is invertible. 
Proof. Let (ek: 1 < K < m> be the usual basis for C”, and let P, 
Q be the linear operators defined by 
pek = ek+l (1 <k(m), Pe,=e,, 
Q = pT+1. 
WenotethatPQ=QPandthatPrQ=I.GivenIXkI <l,IpkI <I, 
let C, D be the linear operators defined by 
cek = Xkek ) De, = pkek I 
and let U = CP, V = DQ. Note that 
II UII < 1, II VII < 1. 
Let rr be the representation of 48’S(2)) determined by 
?T(u) = u, 
By construction, rr has the following 
, (1) If w E W(r, s), then 
T(w> ek = hk(W) ek 
K(V) = v. 
properties. 
(1 <k <m) 
where hk(w) is a product of exactly r distinct choices of the 
variables {Aj} and s distinct choices of the variables (~~1. 
(2) If wr , wa E W(r, s) with wi # wa , then (as polynomials) 
hk(wd # hk(W‘2) (1 < k < m). 
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Now let a be a nonzero element in the linear span of W(r, s). For 
each K let 
pk = 1 {a(w) hk(w): w E w(y, s>>* 
Then p, is a nonzero polynomial in the 2m variables X, ,..., h, , 
Pl >.'.Y Pm * We may choose values of these variables z1 ,..., x, , 
5 1 ,***, 5,withIzj] < 1, I&j < 1 and 
vk = p&l ,..., %, , (1 ,..., 5,) # 0 (1 < K < M). 
Then 
+a) ek = vkek (1 <k<m) 
and z-(u) is invertible. 
THEOREM 3.4. The Banach star algebra (P(FS(2)), #) admits a 
separating family of finite dimensional irreducible star representations. 
Proof. Let T be a linear operator on Cn with /I T 11 < 1. For 
1 h j < 1, let z-~ be the star representation on C” determined by 
r,(u) = XT, Z-~(W) = h*T*. 
Using Lemma 3.2 we deduce that 
* ; (c M4 44: w E Jqy, a) hT~*S = 0 (I x I d 11, 
0 c {u(w) n-1(w): w E W(Y, s)} = 0 (all Y, s). 
Let A and B be arbitrary linear operators on C”. Let y be the repre- 
sentation of FS(2) on C” determined by y(u) = A, y(v) = B. Now 
in the last equation above set T = zA + <*B* where j x I and I 5 I are 
sufficiently small. A computation verifies that the coefficient of ,zrp 
in the resulting equation is 
c {u(w) y(w): w E W(y, s>>. 
Then this coefficient must be 0. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
(WW)), #) d 't a ml s a separating family of finite-dimensional star 
representations. Apply Proposition 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.5. The Bunach uZgebra (P(FS(2)), *) admits a separut- 
ing family of finite-dimensional irreducible star representations. 
580/18/I-8 
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Proof. Let 4 be the homomorphism of (FS(2), *) into (FS(2), #) 
determined by 
4(u) = uv, d(v) = vu. 
Since UZI, VU do not commute, they generate a free semigroup (see [4], 
Sect. 9). Thus 4 is a monomorphism. Since (uv)” = UV, (VU)+ = VU, 
it follows that + is a star monomorphism. The natural extension 
9 (1 wn) = 1 c%d+%) 
is an isometric star monomorphism of (P(FS(2)), *) into (P(FS(2)), #). 
Apply Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 1. The above mapping #J also gives an isometric star 
monomorphism of (P(FS(2)), #) into (P(FS(2)), *). 
Remark 2. Let o, T be the homomorphisms of P(FS(2)) deter- 
mined by 
u(u) = l/2@ + v), u(v) = (1/2)i(zJ - u), 
T(U) = l/2(24 + iv), T(V) = l/2(24 - iv). 
It is straightforward to verify that u is a continuous star mono- 
morphism of (P(FS(2)), *) onto a proper dense star subalgebra of 
(VW), #>, cl an similarly for 7 in the opposite direction. 
Remark 3. We do not know whether (P(FS(2)), *) and 
(P(FS(2)), #) are star isomorphic. 
THEOREM 3.6. For any countable set E, the Banach star algebra 
(WWQ, *) d t a mi s a separating family of finite dimensional irreducible 
star representations. 
Proof. Let {un} be a set of generators for FS(N). There is a mono- 
morphism of FS(N) into FS(2) determined by 
c&&J = vu% (n E N). 
{This is easily verified directly; alternatively (see [4, p. 1191.) Since 
(vu%)* = vuw @EN) 
+ extends to an isometric star monomorphism of (P(FS(N)), *) into 
(P(FS(2)), *). When E is a finite set, there is an obvious isometric star 
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monomorphism of (P(FS(E)), *) into (P(FS(N)), *). Apply Proposi- 
tion 3.1 and Theorem 3.5. 
Remark. We do not know whether the Banach algebras P(FS((I)) 
are primitive. We can construct irreducible representations of 
P(FS(2)) on Z1 as follows. Let {ek} be the usual basis for Z1 and let {&.} 
be a complex sequence with 
0~lbcl~l> ~14%12=-~ I~7c+11~I~,I. 
Let T be the backward weighted shift on I1 with weights {hk}. The 
argument of Fillmore [7, p. lOl-1031, shows that the only closed 
invariant subspaces of I1 under Tare of the form 
Nk = {{Zn} E P: z, = 0 (n > W 
Let x: N -+ N be such that x is one-one, 
x(k) # k (k EN), x(N) = {n : n > 2). 
Let P be the operator on I1 determined by 
Pek = e,h) (k EN). 
Now let 7~ be the representation of P(FS(2)) on Z1 determined by 
P(U) = P, n(z)) = T. 
It is easy to verify that Nk (k E N) is not an invariant subspace for P. 
Therefore 7~ is topologically irreducible. Since e, is strictly cyclic for P, 
it follows that v is (strictly) irreducible. 
Recall that R(2) is the quotient semigroup determined from FS(2) 
by the relations.u2 = u, r? = v. Thus- - 
R(2) = {(uv)“, (uv)“-lu, (vu)~, (w)~-~v: n E N}. 
Given 0 < t < 1, let rrt be the star representation of 
determined by 
n&d) = l O ( 1 
(t - ty\ 
0 0’ 44 = ((t -tt2)‘,2 l-t ). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be any injhite subset of IO, l[. Then (7~~: t E C> 
is a separating family of two-dimensional irreducible star representations 
of WV)), *)a 
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Proof. Direct computation gives 
Given a E P(R(2)), we write 
a = c Ol&w)” + 1 pn(wU)” + c yn(uw)~--lu + c S,(wzpw. 
Then ker rTt is the set of all a such that 
1 (%a + Pn + W” + c SF = 0 
1 (a, + S,)W = 0 
1 (B, + hJtn--l = 0 
c s,tn-1 = 0. 
The result follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let E, F be self-adjoint projections on a Hilbert space H 
with dim H > 3. Then E, F have a common proper invariant closed 
subspace. 
Proof. We note that EF is self-adjoint on EH, since 
EFIEH = EFEIEH. 
If dim EH = 1, it is easy to see that E, F have a common eigenvector. 
Otherwise, there exists a closed subspace J of EH with 
(0) # J # EH, EFJC J. 
Let K = J + FJ. Then EK C J, FK C FJ. Given Ex E K-, there 
exist sequences {x~}, (YJ in J such that 
Ex = ;+i (xn + Fyn). 
Then 
Ex = Ii+& (Ex, + EFy,) E J. 
Therefore K- # H. 
There are four one-dimensional irreducible star representations 
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91 Y 42 9 43 9 A of wM)~ *I corresponding to the four nonzero 
continuous semicharacters of R(2). 
THEOREM 3.9. The topologically irreducible star representations of 
(YWh *I g are iven, up to unitary equivalence, by & (1 < j < 4) and 
Tf (0 < t < 1). 
Proof. Let r be a star representation of (P(R(2)), *) on a Hilbert 
space H, and let E = Z-(U), F = r(v). Lemma 3.8 shows that if rr 
is topologically irreducible then dim H < 2. Let dim H = 2 and let n 
be irreducible. Then z-(u) # 1, and we may suppose, up to unitary 
equivalence, that 
77(u) = 
1 0 ( 1 0 0’ 
Since r(v) is a self-adjoint projection that does not commute with n(u), 
we must have 
4’) = ( (t _ t:)l/2 e-if3 
(t - j9)W eie 
1-t 1 
for some real t, 0 with 0 < t < 1. It is immediate that 7r is equivalent 
to 7~~ under the unitary 
If rs is equivalent to z-~ under a unitary U, then U must be diagonal. 
It follows that ifs # t, then 7rs is not equivalent to nt . 
It is easy to construct families of finite-dimensional irreducible 
star representations of (P(R(n)),*), but we have been unable to extend 
the simple argument in Theorem 3.7 to produce a separating family. 
We can show however that there is no analog of Theorem 3.9 for 
(wq3)), *I; p t 1 in ar icu ar, Lemma 3.8 does not extend to the case of 
three self-adjoint projections. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {ek}. For k > 1, let 
gk = -$j (e,k-, + e2d, 
Let E, F be the self-adjoint projections on H defined by 
Eh = C (h, g&s 3 Fh = c (h, h,)h, . 
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Let G be the self-adjoint projection of H onto the closed linear span 
of (e,: k 3 2). 
LEMMA 3.10. The sets {E(FE)$ , (FE)ie,: 0 <j < k - 1,O < i <k} 
and {ej: 1 < j < 2k + l} have the same linear span. 
Proof. The case k = 1 is immediate since 
-7% = 1/2(el + 4, FEe, = 1/4(e2 + es). 
Assume the result holds for k - 1, where k > 1. Then there exists 
a linear combination T of E(FE)j (0 < j < k - 2) and (FE>i 
(0 < i < k - 1) such that Te, = eak-i . Then 
(2ET - T)e, = ezR .
Let S = 2ET - T. Then 
(2FS - S)e, = e2k+l . 
The result follows by induction. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. The C*-algebra A generated by E, F, G is 
irreducible on H. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.10, e, is a topologically cyclic vector for A. 
Also, the null space of G is Ce, . Then Harrison’s argument that 
weighted shifts are irreducible operators (see [8, p. 8951) provides 
a proof that A is an irreducible algebra. 
COROLLARY 3.12. There exists an injinite dimensional topologically 
irreducible star representation of (P(R(3)), *). 
Remark. A modification of the above argument shows that 
(l’@(3)), *) d t a mi s irreducible star representations of arbitrary finite 
dimension. 
4. SPECTRA IN P(FS(2)) 
It is a simple observation that Sp(a) is a connected set with interior 
for every element a of P(FS(1)) that is not a scalar multiple of the 
unit element. It is shown in [6] that 0 is the only quasinilpotent 
element of P(FS(2)). W e now show that the very noncommutative 
Banach algebra P(FS(2)) has the same spectral property as P(FS(1)). 
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We recall that W(r, s) denotes the set of words in FS(2) in which u 
occurs exactly r times and z, occurs exactly s times. Given w EFS(~), 
we write 
m(w) = number of u’s in w, 
n(w) = number of V’S in w, 
Z(w) = m(w) + n(w). 
We write @ for the set of nonzero multiplicative linear functionals on 
P(FS(2)). We recall that the mapping 
d - (WY 4(4) 
gives a one-one correspondence between sf, and 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a E 6(FS(2)), a $ Cl. Then Sp(a) is a connected 
set with interior. 
Proof. Since P(FS(2)) h as no proper idempotents, Sp(a) is con- 
nected. We may suppose without loss of generality that a has no 
constant term, so that 0 E Sp(u). If 4(u) # 0 for some 4 E @, it 
follows easily that {4(u): #I E @I h as interior and so Sp(u) has interior. 
Assume that 4(u) = 0 (cj E @). Then 
1 c {u(w): w E W(r, s)} ATyS = 0 (I h I G 1, I EL I < 1) 
T,S 
and hence, for all r, s, 
c {u(w): w E W(Y, s)} = 0. 
Let k be the smallest integer such that u(w) f: 0 for some w E FS(2) 
with Z(w) = k. Let m be the smallest integer such that u(w) # 0 for 
some w with Z(w) = k, m(w) = m.Setn=k-m.Notethatm>l, 
n > 1. Let 
b = C {u(w)w: w E W(m, n)}, 
and let c = a - b. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a continuous repre- 
sentation 77 of Z’(FS(2)) on C’ such that n(b) is invertible. Let U = T(U), 
V = T(V). We may assume that Ij U/j < 1, (1 V/j < 1. Given 1 h 1 < 1, 
[ p / < 1, let 7rA,, be the representation of Z’(FS(2)) on C’ determined by 
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We identify an operator on C’ with its matrix representation with 
respect to the standard basis. Then the (i, j)th entry of 75\,(c) is a power 
series c&X, p) in A, p about the origin. Let 
By the choice of k and m, we have 
m!&(c) = ; A”# (c @(w> 44: w E uI’(s, t)l). 
Thus every summand of q&I, p) of the form 01;\8LLf with (Y # 0 has 
(s, t) E r. 
Let 0 be the set of permutations of (1, 2,..., r> and let n(b) = [&I. 
Then 
where z(h, I*) contains no term of the form olhmrpnr with 01 # 0. Since 
r(b) is invertible we have det n(b) # 0. 
We have Sp(a) 3 Sp(nA,(a)) and 
Sp(rr*,(a)) = {v: det(v1 - ~~,(a)) = O}. 
There exist power series functionsfi(h, cc) such that 
where &(A, p) = (- 1)’ det rA,,( a is a nonconstant power series in A, p. ) 
The proof will be complete when we show that the set 
2 = (v: det(v1 - q,(u)) = 0 for some 1 h 1 < 1, 1 p 1 < l} 
has interior. 
We use the notation of Hormander [lo]. Thus A, is the algebra of 
all power series in A, p, v which converge in some neighbourhood of 
the origin. Let 
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Then g e A, . If g is not irreducible in A,, , then 
where each g, E A, and is irreducible [lo, Theor. 6.2.21. For each j, 
(v: gj(A, p, v) = 0 for some I A I < 1, I P I d l> C Z 
and we may therefore suppose without loss of generality that g is 
irreducible. Then g, ag/& are relatively prime in A, . By [lo, Theor. 
6.2.3(ii)] there exist 1 A, 1 < 1, 1 p,, 1 < 1, v0 EC such that 
By the implicit function theorem there exists a nonconstant holo- 
morphic function h such that 
in some neighborhood of (A,, , po). It follows that 2 has interior and the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let E be a countable set and let a E P(FS(E)), 
a 6 Cl. Then Sp(a) is a connected set with interior. 
Proof. Embed P(FS(E)) in P(FS(2)) as in Theorem 3.6. 
5. AN UNBOUNDED FUNCTIONAL BOUNDED ON 
COMMUTATIVE SUBALGEBRAS 
Ringrose [l I] and Barnes [l] show that for certain classes of 
C*-algebras a linear functional which is bounded on commutative 
star subalgebras is bounded on the algebra. We give here an example 
of an unbounded functional on the A*-algebra P(FS(N)) which is 
bounded on every commutative subalgebra. 
Let IV’ = {uJ b e a set of generators forFS(N) and let IV” be the set 
of words of length at least two. By choosing a suitable Hamel basis for 
P(FS(N)) we may obtain a functional f on Zl(FS(N)) such that 
fk) = 11 (n E N), 
f (c a,eo,) = 0 (Wn E W). 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The above functional f is unbounded on P(FS(N)) 
but is bounded on every commutative subalgebra. 
Proof. Clearly f is unbounded on Zl(FS(N)). On the other hand, 
f is identically zero on any subalgebra of P(FS(N)) containing only 
elements of the form 
c YnWn 7 w, E W”. 
Now assume that a E P(FS(N)) and a is of the form a = b + c, 
b =CPnun, c= c Yn% 7 
where b # 0, w, E IV”. Let ax = xa, where x = y + x, 
Y = 1 k&l 3 2 =pl?&. 
It follows that by = yb, and hence 
4&n = UL (m, n E N). 
Thus y = hb for some h EC, and we have, for some M > 0, 
IfMl = 1x1 If( G IXI~llblI =WYII GMII4l. 
Therefore f is continuous on the cornmutant of a. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 3.6 that such a functional 
exists on A*-subalgebras of P(FS(n)). W e suspect it should be possible 
to construct such a functional on P(FS(n)) itself. 
Notes added in proof. (i) C. M. McGregor has shown that .F(FS(n)) is primitive for 
n > 2. 
(ii) We have been informed that Lemma 3.8 is contained implicitly in the work 
of Chandler Davis. However, we have found no specific reference for this result. 
(iii) Abdullah Al-Moajil proved that a special class of elements in l’(FS(2)) had 
spectrum a disk in his dissertation, “Nilpotency and quasinilpotency in Banach 
Algebras,” University of Oregon, 1973. 
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